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The Dakar Rally is the world’s toughest motorsport event 
for a reason. Well, there are in fact 9,300 reasons and 
kilometres. 
Picture: FordatDakar

OPENING SHOT



This relatively small island boasts two FIA World Rally 
Championship drivers in the 2014 line-up, and this is 
something that HANDBRAKES & HAIRPINS’ favourite 
national rally championship can be mighty proud about. 
Both these drivers have made their way through the 
British Rally Championship’s (BRC)ladder to now fi nd 
themselves in factory teams.
Words: H&H. Picture: Citroën Racing.
 Testament to the BRC’s mantra of learning rally craft 
before moving on, are BRC graduates Elfyn Evans and Daniel 
Barritt, who will drive for the M-Sport World Rally Team with a 
full programme of 13 events. The 24-year-old Welsh driver cut 
his teeth in one of the BRC’s one-make series, making pace-
notes from scratch and getting used to the fi erce competition 
in his two-wheel drive Fiesta back in 2007. By the end of 2008 
he had won the Fiesta Sporting Trophy in both Britain and 
Ireland, repeating the feat in 2010 and using his place in the 
Motor Sports Association Academy training scheme to help 
hone his skills. He impressed the Pirelli Star Driver judges 
too, taking the BRC Junior title and the coveted Pirelli prize, 
in what had been a great year for the youngster. 
 In 2011 he stepped seamlessly from two-wheel drive 
to four, winning two BRC events in his Pirelli Star Driver year 
and using the season to prepare for an ultimately successful 
assault on the WRC Academy.
 Happy to return to two-wheel drive, his 2012 victory 
on the world stage was coupled with appearances in the BRC, 
now all 2WD, at the helm of the Fiesta R2. He even managed 
a podium despite giving away 50bhp to the front-running 
Citroën DS3s. Winning the Fiesta SportTrophy International 
shootout was far from a foregone conclusion, but win it he did 
and with it a season working for M-Sport.
 The rest, as they say, is history. Coupled with his 
success in the BRC and WRC Academy, his 2013 Fiesta 
R5 programme impressed M-Sport boss Malcolm Wilson 
suffi ciently to bring his and Daniel Barritt on board, stating: “I 
have no doubt that he is ready for this opportunity. We have a 
long-term plan for Elfyn and Dan and this is just the fi rst step 
along the path to championship success.”
 Kris Meeke has also landed a drive with a works 
team in 2014, the Northern Irishman taking a full-time seat 
with Citroën. Lest we forget, the 34-year-old has a bit of BRC 
form too, cutting his teeth early on in the Peugeot 106 one-
make series, before battling for two-wheel drive honours in 
the 2002 and 2003 British Rally Championship. Seven years 
before Evans took the title, Meeke was also British Junior 
Rally Champion and like Evans in 2007, he went on to be top-
placed two-wheel drive runner in a Puma in 2003.
 This is fantastic news for BRC fans, but also a 
reminder to young rally drivers that talent and skill do indeed 
go a long way to securing a factory WRC seat...

           BRITS IN 
THE WRC FOR 2014

TWO



Citroën Racing has been awarded the tender to supply cars for the 2014 
aqnd 2015 FIA Junior World Rally Championship. The cars selected for 
this has bee the DS3 R3T, successfully campaigned by a number of 
crews in 2013 with fantastic records of reliability and performance. 
However, that does come a quite a hefty pricetag GBP £85,000 for the 
basic kit for young, aspiring rally stars. While ‘relative’ is very fl uid in 
motorsport - due to its high costs - this is a massive step up for would-
be juniors to now have to fi nd the additional funding over last year’s 
M-Sport Ford Fiesta R2...
 Of course, the package of the DS3 R3T is spellbinding. A fantastic 
rally car, and a big jump higher up the ladder of success, it offers greater 
performance for crews and sponsors. The identically-prepared Citroen DS3 
R3Ts will all run on Michelin tyres and fuel from the FIA’s designated supplier. 
The decision to go with Citroen ends the deal with M-Sport, which had supplied 
Fiesta R2s in 2013, and before that in 2012 and 2011, albeit when the JWRC 
ran as the ‘WRC Academy’.
 The 2014 FIA Junior WRC Championship will be contested over six 
European rounds of the WRC, with drivers counting all scores towards the 
Championship title. The winning driver will get the chance to contest six events 
in the 2015 FIA WRC 2 Championship driving an R5 car. The Junior WRC 
Championship is designed to be an accessible and cost-effective fi rst step on 
the ladder for aspiring youngsters under the age of 26, its single-make formula 
providing an equal opportunity for all the contenders.

                                            TO 
POWER THE JUNIOR WRC IN 2014

CITROËN RACING



More “Ford” than in previous years, is this Ford’s way 
of quietly returing to the World Rally Championship? 
The M-Sport World Rally Team proudly revealed its 
all-new livery for the year ahead: an innovative blue 
and black Ford Fiesta RS WRC will be piloted by Mikko 
Hirvonen and Elfyn Evans on all 13 rounds of the up-
coming season.
 Opting for a mix of youth and experience in the driver 
line-up, the new-look M-Sport World Rally Team will make 
its fi rst appearance on the stages at this week’s traditional 
season-opener: Rallye Monte-Carlo.
 It is a striking livery design, and we’re mighty pleased 
to see more the Blue Oval showing more of its behind-the-
scenes support to M-Sport and rallying.

M-SPORT                         
NEW WRC LIVERY FOR 2014

REVEALS



In a press conference, Estonian Ott Tänak revealed his plans 
for 2014. According to their programme, he and his co-
driver Raigo Mõlder will do nine rounds in brand new team 
Drive DMACK with a Ford Fiesta R5 and three rounds with an 
M-Sport Ford Fiesta RS WRC. Drive DMACK is set to campaign 
a two-car team in the WRC2 series, and Jari Ketomaa will 
partner with this Estonian ace.
 Said Ott Tänak: “This is a great opportunity for us 
to come back to WRC. Our programme contains 12 rounds 
and this gives us the opportunity to fi nd our speed again and 
prove ourselves among other top WRC drivers. We have to be 
more stable in WRC rallies and show a good and calculated 
speed. In WRC-2 our goal is to fi ght for the high places. More 
teams have come to the WRC and if we will be fast, stable and 
also successful it is a good basis for us to have a seat in WRC 
in 2015.”
 Raigo Mõlder is a co-driver for Ott Tänak in 2014, 
and have previously worked together in 2007 – 2009. After 

            RETURNS 
TO WRC FOR 2014

TÄNAK
that, Raigo was co-driver of Georg Gross in a Ford Focus WRC; 
this year they were crowned as Estonian Rally Champions. He 
commented: “This is a challenge and also a big responsibility 
for me. I’d like to thank the team for the opportunity. This is 
a big step for me and means lot of work. I’m looking forward 
to the fi rst start of 2014.”
 Many people have worked hard to realise this 
programme; a huge effort from Markko Märtin and Malcolm 
Wilson to fi nalize this programme. Also, supporters such as 
Oleg Gross, Tänak’s long term supporters and DMACK who 
are helping to realise the 2014 programme for Ott Tänak.
 Ott Tänak and Raigo Mõlder are starting their season 
with Rally Sweden where they will drive an M-Sport Ford 
Fiesta RS WRC. Other two rounds with WRC car will be Rallye 
de Portugal and Rally Italia-Sardegna. Their WRC-2 challenge 
for DMACK will kick off with Rally Mexico.
 There are also plans for Estonian rallies, if the budget 
allows, and then auto24 Rally Estonia in July which is a round 
of ERC and also Rally Saaremaa in October.



The Polo R WRC has been sharpened for the 2014 
FIA World Rally Championship (WRC). This works 
team commences the defence of its title with a 
315hp World Rally Car, which has been the subject 
of constant further development since making its 
debut almost twelve months ago. An appropriately 
dynamic appearance is provided by the striking new 
design, which features grey and blue stripes.
 “If you don’t go forwards in motorsport, you go 
backwards,” said Motorsport Director Jost Capito. “When 
it comes to technical development, you simply cannot 
afford to let up for a single second. Although we won some 
laurels in 2013, we have certainly not rested on them. The 
manufacturers in the World Rally Championship agreed 
not to homologate any new World Rally Cars for the 2014 
season. Despite this, we tried to take full advantage of the 
options still available to us.”
 As well as the new design, the Polo R WRC has 
also been honed under the bonnet. After last season, the 
team played ten so-called jokers, which allowed it to alter 
individual components compared to the homologation 
documents submitted previously. Besides optimising 
chassis components and new set-up variants for the 
drivetrain, the priority for the engineers was to improve 
the stability of the car. Volkswagen used one joker to 
install a new software version for the on-board electronics. 
In 13 World Championship rallies – three with two cars 
and ten with three – the works team didn’t suffer any 
engine damage. There was just one technical fault: a loose 
connection in the electronics.

VOLKSWAGEN                    
POLO R WRC FOR 2014 CAMPAIGN

BOOSTS



There was very little time for indulgence over the 
Festive Season for FIA European Rally Championship 
competitors. After all, Robert Kubica and his Ford Fiesta 
RRC were revving up for a new season and mounting 
a new challenge on the world of rallying. This the fi rst 
rally of the 2014 international season, the Jännerrallye 
kicked off the new season of the FIA European Rally 
Championship with an action-packed showcase of 
sideways rallying.
Words: Evan Rothman. Pictures: ERC Media.

ERC OPENER                                  BY 
HARD-CHARGING KUBICA IN AUSTRIA

DOMINATED

 While the FIA World Rally Championship regulars 
were still signing new contracts and fi tting for new driving 
suits, the motorsport world had turned its attention on South 
America for its Dakar Rally. However, the snow and ice of 
Austria took was the focus of much activity too from Friday 03 
January until the Jännerrallye eneded just as the Dakar Rally 
started on Sunday 05 January. At the centre of this event was 
the Polish motorsport superstar Kubica.
 Eleven-times Austrian champ Raimund Baumschlager 
(Skoda Fabia S2000), Vaclav Pech (MINI John Cooper Works 
S2000) and Kajetan Kajetanowicz (Ford Fiesta R5) were 
embroiled in a battle with Kubica for the lead, with the other 
Pole Kajetanowicz leading after the fi rst six stages. However, 
an accident saw the young Pole retire while at the head of the 
fi eld. This LOTOS-backed driver has much to prove in 2014.
 Kubica played the tyre gambles perfectly well thanks 
to luck being on his side, and despite a small hiccup with his 
Fiesta RRC and a 10sec jump-start penalty added to his time, 
Kubica was aiming for a strong podium fi nish. In fact, at the 
beginning of the fi nal stage the Pole was lying second to Pech 
by 11.8sec.
 Poor tyre choice from Pech saw Kubica mount an 
impress attack in the fi nal speed test, a 25km stage in icy 



and foggy conditions. Kubica was fastest in that stage too, 
handing him his eighth scratch time of the weekend. Kubica’s 
fi nal winning margin over Pech was 19.9sec - meaning that 
the Pole drove the wheels off his RRC to catch, overtake and 
jump ahead of Pech in just 25km. The Pole deservedly topped 
the inaugural ERC Ice Master standings as well as winning the 
Colin McRae Flat Out Trophy for his tremendous efforts.
 “For sure it’s very nice to be here as a winner, but our 
priority was to get as much experience and information from 
this rally in order to prepare for Monte-Carlo,” said Kubica.
 Baumschlager completed the podium after overcoming 
a handful of set-up issues and a jump-start penalty on Day One. 
With a record-breaking 12th national title his target for 2014, 
Baumschlager’s season has got off to the perfect start after 
he secured full Austrian championship points. Interestingly, 
Andreas Aigner (the 2013 ERC Production Car Cup champion) 
impressed on his debut in the ERC’s headlining class by taking 
sixth in his Peugeot 207 S2000.
 While Beppo Harrach secured a comfortable victory 
in his Mitsubishi Lancer Evolution IX R4 in the ERC Production 
Car Cup with a fourth place overall result, Hermann Neubauer 
was hit by brake and gearbox issues at the wheel of his Subaru 
Impreza R4 STI.
 Michael Böhm was a convincing winner in the ERC 
2WD Championship section in his Suzuki Swift S1600 with 
Czech Josef Peták and German Julius Tannert completing the 
top three.
 Martina Daňelhová made her journey from 
neighbouring Czech Republic more than worthwhile by 
claiming the ERC Ladies’ Trophy laurels for the fi rst time. 
Ekaterina Stratieva fi nished second after a trying weekend of 
mechanical problems.
 
Final Overall Classifi cation:
01) R. Kubica/M. Szczepaniak 
      Ford Fiesta RRC - 02h 47m 06.9s
02) V. Pech/P. Uhel 
      MINI John Cooper Works S2000 + 19.9s
03) R. Baumschlager/K. Wicha 
      ŠKODA Fabia S2000 + 01m 38.9s
04) B. Harrach/L. Welsersheimb 
      Mitsubishi Lancer Evolution IX R4 + 03m 00.3s
05) J. Tarabus/D. Trunkát 
      ŠKODA Fabia S2000 + 03m 39.6s
06) A. Aigner/B. Watzl 
      Peugeot 207 S2000 + 04m 33.4s
07) V. Gryazin/D. Chumak 
      Ford Fiesta S2000 + 06m 27.4s
08) R. Odložilík/M. Tureček 
      Ford Fiesta R5 + 07m 16.3s
09) R. Consani/V. Landais 
      Peugeot 207 S2000 + 09m 22.2s
10) H. Neubauer/B. Ettel 
      Subaru Impreza R4 STI + 11m 39.6s





The 2014 FIA World Rally Championship gets 
underway with the Rallye Monte-Carlo this week. 
This event, in its 82nd edition, is regarded for its 
challenging conditions, thousands of fans and always 
presents an unpredictable and entertaining show of 
motorsport at its best.
Words: Evan Rothman. Picture: Volkswagen Media.
 Of course, the 2013 World Rally Champions 
Sebastien Ogier, Julien Ingrassia and the Volkswagen Polo R 
WRC start as favourites. However, the unknown factor that 
is Hyundai Motorsport’s i20 WRC with Belgian ace Thierry 
Neuville and Frenchman Nicolas Gilsoul, this week’s fi rst 
stage will be one of the most closely watched.
 In 2013, Ogier and the Polo R WRC stormed to 
win the fi rst stage and thereby handing the new team the 
fi rst of their many for the season as they marched to the 
Manufacturers’ Championship.
 Volkswagen and Hyundai will be up against 
‘traditional’ WRC competitors Citroën and Ford, and with 
new drivers line-ups for both these squads it will be 
interesting to see how these WRC powerhouses attack the 
speed tests here.
 The WRC 2 and WRC 3 competitors will also 
contest the Rallye Monte-Carlo, and so will a string of 
privately-entered crews selected from an ever-growing list 
of entrants by the organising club, ACM.
 Starting from the Place du Casino in the Principality 
of Monaco, the rally takes in 15 stages of 383.88km of 
competitive distance beginning with SS1 on Thursday at 
07h28 and the fi nal speed test ending on Saturday night 
after 21h05.
 Making this event yet more challenging for crews, 
but at the same putting crews on an equal footing, is a rally 
route vastly modifi ed since the 2013 edition. The event 
is now based in the Hautes-Alpes around the city of Gap. 
Thursday (Day One) features two loops of three stages 
around Gap. Day Two heads to the more traditional Rallye 
Monte-Carlo stages for four stages over two loops, with the 
classic Clumanc-Lambruisse being run at night. Saturday’s 
competition starts in the afternoon at 14h18 and has two 
stages in the daylight, with the repeated stages run at night 
with the fi rst at 20h12. The fi nal stage, Sospel-Breil Sur 
Roya 2 will be the Power Stage.
 With changing weather conditions, and a distinct 
lack of snow in the lower lying regions, crews anticipate 
now major weather surprises. We can therefore bank on 
that changing then... This will be a memorable rally; enjoy 
the 82nd Rallye Monte-Carlo!

WRC                IS LIVE!2014



At the end of Day Ten/Stage Nine of the 2014 Dakar 
Rally, the four ALL4 MINI John Cooper Rally Raid 
cars locked out the top four slots on the leaderboard. 
It is Nani Roma that currently leads the way, head of 
Dakar legend Stephane Peterhansel, local favourite 
Orlando Terranova and Nasser Al-Attiyah. The 
South African-built Toyota Hilux of Giniel De Villers 
is equal on time with Al-Attiyah, and will need to 
mount a concerted attack to bump the Qatari and 
Argentinean from the podium, despite there being 
only fi ve minutes seperating the three crews.
Words: Evan Rothman. Pictures: MINI, Motorpress, 
FordatDakar.
 The event comes to an end on Saturday after some 
9,300km of racing over 13 days. Who will be at the top is 
pretty much anyone’s guess... The desert, harsh conditions 
and fatigue still have a lot in store for competitors.

DAKAR IMPRESSES WITH                              ROUTE YETTOUGHEST







The beauty of a snow-swept valley with the signs of rally 
competition... A slice of heaven!
Picture: ERC Media

CLOSING SHOT
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